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Contest 24 Graphic Design: Infographics
Instructions:
An infographic is a visual 
image used to represent 
information or data.  

An infographic provides 
information to the reader 
rather than just being a 
visual—a diagram, chart 
or map that conveys 
information pictorially (i.e. 
favorite music, survey). 

Assignment:
• Design one full-color infographic to accompany a story about teens and religion for
publication in a high school publication.

• The infographic should fit on an 8 1/2-by-11-inch page.

• Participants may use only the information provided with this contest prompt to create
the infographic. No other outside facts/statistics may be used.

• Contestant entries may ONLY include or manipulate the images, photos and clip
art provided with the contest material at jea.org/contests. NO OTHER IMAGES MAY
BE USED. If the judges feel that the entry violates the spirit of this rule, it will be
disqualified.

• Students are encouraged to include design special effects. There are no font
specifications; use what you have available, but be prepared to discuss the fonts and
the software programs used in the infographic creation.

What 
judges
look for

• Contains proper attribu-
tion for information
• Visually makes a point
• Uses appropriate for-
mat/design
• Typography fits topic or
content
• Artistic details fit topic
or content
• Follows current design
trends
• Includes credit lines to
indicate source of infor-
mation

Submitting Entries:
• All of the instructions for creating a PDF of your entry and uploading it into
the contest system can be found at jea.org/contests.

• Please read all of the instructions carefully.

• Entries MUST be submitted between Sept. 14 and Oct. 21, 2020, by 7 p.m.
Eastern, 6 p.m. Central, 5 p.m. Mountain, 4 p.m. Pacific, 3 p.m. Alaska and 1
p.m. Hawaii time.
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Religion in public schools has long been a 
controversial issue. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 
1962 that teachers and administrators cannot lead 
prayers in public schools, and a decision in 2000 
barred school districts from sponsoring student-led 
prayers at football games. At the same time, the court 
has held that students retain a First Amendment right 
to the free exercise of religion and may voluntarily 
pray before, during and after school. Where exactly 
to draw the line between constitutionally protected 
religious activity and impermissible state-sponsored 
religious indoctrination remains under dispute. This 
year, the Supreme Court declined to hear a case 
involving a high school coach who was fired for 
leading prayer after games, just one of several recent 
controversies in this area of law.

While periodic battles continue in the courts, what 
is the day-to-day experience of students in public 
schools across the country? A new Pew Research 
Center survey asked a nationally representative 
sample of more than 1,800 teenagers about the 
kinds of religious activity they engage in – or see 
other students engaging in – during the course of the 
school day.

The survey finds that about 4 in 10 teens who 
attend public schools say they commonly (either 
“often” or “sometimes”) see other students praying 
before sporting events at school. This includes 
about half of teenage public schoolers who live in 
the South, where students are more likely than those 
in other regions to witness and partake in various 
religious expressions at school.

In addition, roughly half of U.S. teens who attend 
public school say they commonly see other students 
in their school wearing religious clothing (such as an 
Islamic headscarf) or jewelry with religious symbols 
(such as a necklace with a Christian cross or a 
Jewish Star of David).

About a quarter of teens who attend public schools 
say they often or sometimes see students invite 
other students to religious youth groups or worship 
services. About 1 in 6 (16%) often or sometimes see 
other students praying before lunch in their public 
school. And 8% report that they commonly see other 
teenagers reading religious scripture outside of class 
during the school day.

Overall, on an index combining these five types of 
religious expressions and activities by fellow students 
– wearing religious clothing or jewelry, praying before
a sporting event, inviting other students to youth

groups or services, praying before eating lunch, and 
reading religious scripture during the school day – 
8% of teens in public schools say they commonly 
see all five (3%) or 4 out of 5 (5%). A third of students 
say they often or sometimes see two (20%) or three 
(13%) of these forms of religious expression in their 
public school, while 26% say they commonly see 
just one. And a third of public school teens (32%) 
say they rarely or never see any of these religious 
expressions by fellow students (or they did not 
answer the questions).

In addition to asking about what they have seen in 
school, the survey also asked teens who identify with 
a religion and attend a public school whether they 
personally participate in religious expressions in their 
school. Roughly 3-in-10 or fewer say they regularly 
wear jewelry or clothing with religious symbols, 
pray before lunch, invite other students to worship 
services or a youth group, or leave school during the 
day to participate in religious activities.

To be sure, some religiously affiliated public school 
students do many of these four things on a regular 
basis: 12% say they sometimes or often participate 
in three or more of these religious expressions 
at school. But roughly half (49%) of the students 
surveyed say they rarely or never participate in any of 
these religious expressions during the school day, or 
they did not answer the questions. In addition, only 
5% of all public school students say that there is a 
religious support or prayer group that meets in their 
school and that they have taken part in it in the past 
year. The vast majority say that as far as they know, 
there is no such group in their school.

These are among the key findings of a survey of 
1,811 U.S. adolescents ages 13 to 17, conducted 
online from March 29 to April 14, 2019. The survey 
was administered using the Ipsos KnowledgePanel 
and asked questions of both a teenager and one of 
their parents; this report focuses on the responses of 
the teens. 

While several previous surveys have examined 
the religious lives of teenagers, this is the first large-
scale, nationally representative survey asking teens 
a series of questions about their own practices and 
perceptions regarding religious expressions in public 
schools.

This topic is important to the broader study 
of religion in American society because of the 
friendships adolescents form in their classes and the 
way they experience religion in public spaces during 

For a Lot of American Teens, Religion Is a Regular Part of the Public School Day
Pew Research Center Oct. 3, 2019
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some of their most formative years.
The survey included teens from many religious 

backgrounds, including non-Christian faiths, such as 
Judaism, Islam, Buddhism and Hinduism. However, 
the sample of 1,811 teens did not include enough 
teens in those religious groups – or in some of the 
smaller Christian traditions, such as the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (sometimes called 
Mormons) or the historically black Protestant tradition 
– to allow their views to be analyzed and reported
separately. The sample size is sufficient, though,
to allow separate analysis of Catholic, evangelical
Protestant, mainline Protestant and religiously
unaffiliated teens.

Other findings in this report include:
Teens who identify as evangelical Protestants 

are much more likely than Catholics and mainline 
Protestants to participate in religious activities in 
their public school, such as praying before lunch or 
inviting other students to their worship services or 
a religious youth group. For example, among teens 
who attend public schools, 39% of evangelical 
Protestants say they sometimes or often pray before 
lunch, compared with 18% of Catholics and 11% of 
mainline Protestants who say they do this.

Teens with no religious affiliation – those who 
identify as atheist, agnostic or “nothing in particular,” 
sometimes called religious “nones” – are less likely 
than others to notice religious activities in their 
schools. For instance, just 17% of unaffiliated teens 
say they sometimes or often see other students invite 
someone to worship services or a religious youth 
group, compared with 3-in-10 Christian teens (31%) 
who commonly see this happen. These differences 
may reflect their circles of friends, the schools they 
attend, their attentiveness to religious behavior, or 
other factors.

About three-quarters of all religiously affiliated 
teens (78%) report that at least some of their friends 
share their religion. A smaller proportion (60%) of all 
religiously unaffiliated teens say they have friends 
who identify – like they do – as atheist, agnostic or 
nothing in particular. Indeed, 19% of unaffiliated 
teens say that none of their friends are religiously 
unaffiliated, and an additional 19% say that “hardly 
any” of their friends share their lack of religious 
affiliation.

Most American teens (64%) say they rarely or 
never discuss religion with their friends, and only 5% 
say they often engage in such discussions. Again, 
evangelical Protestants are much more likely than 
others to engage in this type of religious behavior; 
roughly 6-in-10 evangelical teens say they sometimes 

(47%) or often (11%) talk to their friends about 
religion, compared with 4-in-10 mainline Protestant 
teens, a third of Catholics and about 1-in-5 religious 
“nones” who at least sometimes discuss religion with 
friends.

Religion seems to play a somewhat larger role in 
friendships for adolescent girls than for boys. The 
survey shows that girls are more likely than boys 
to talk to their friends about religion (41% vs. 31%) 
and somewhat more likely to be religiously similar to 
most of their friends. Girls who attend public school 
also are more likely to notice when other students 
wear clothing or jewelry with religious symbols and 
to invite other students to their religious youth group 
or worship services. This reflects a broader pattern 
among adults: Women are generally more religious 
than men, particularly among Christians.

Just 1% of mainline Protestant teens say they have 
ever been teased or made fun of in school for their 
religion, compared with 9% of Catholic teens and 
10% of evangelicals who say the same.

Most U.S. teens commonly see at least one type of 
religious expression in public school

Some religious expressions are relatively common 
in public schools. For instance, about half (53%) 
of U.S. teens in public schools often or sometimes 
see other students wearing clothing or jewelry with 
religious symbols, and 4-in-10 (39%) regularly see 
students praying before a sporting event.

Other religious activities and expressions are less 
common. A quarter of teens in public schools (26%) 
say they often or sometimes see students inviting 
other students to religious youth groups or worship 
services. About 1-in-6 (16%) regularly see other teens 
praying before lunch, and 8% often or sometimes see 
students reading religious scripture outside of class. 
This means that large majorities of U.S. teens rarely 
or never see these behaviors in school.

On an index combining all five of these types of 
religious expression in school, about a third of teens 
(32%) say they rarely or never see any of them (or 
they did not answer the questions), while just 3% 
say they see all five on a regular basis. Another way 
to sum up their experiences: On the one hand, a 
majority of teens (68%) report seeing at least one of 
these religious expressions or activities in their public 
schools often or sometimes; on the other hand, fewer 
than half (41%) say they commonly see more than 
one of these religious behaviors.

There are substantial differences in what students 
tend to see in public school depending on the 
student’s religious affiliation. Religiously affiliated 
teens are more likely than unaffiliated teens to say 
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they at least sometimes see each of the five types 
of religious activities or expressions in school. There 
also are differences among religiously affiliated 
teens. For instance, Protestant teens (38%) are 
twice as likely as Catholic teens (19%) to say they 
see students inviting other students to youth group 
or worship services at least sometimes. And there 
are differences even among Protestants: Evangelical 
Protestant teens (18%) are twice as likely as mainline 
Protestants (8%) to say they regularly see their peers 
reading religious scripture in school.

It is not completely clear what accounts for such 
large differences in what adolescents see in their 
schools. It is possible that the tendency to have 
religiously similar friendship circles affects what 
students see. 

For example, religious teens – who tend to have 
friends who are similarly religious – may be exposed 
to more religious activities and expressions. But 
it’s also possible that religious and nonreligious 
teens may perceive the world somewhat differently: 
What may appear as a religious expression to an 
evangelical Protestant teen may not even be noticed 
by a nonreligious teen. Yet another factor is that 
certain groups are concentrated in parts of the 
country where religious expressions may be more (or 
less) common.

Indeed, geographic region of residence is also 
associated with how likely teens are to witness 
religious activities and expressions in school. 

Teens in the South – where adults, on average, are 
more religious than in other regions – are particularly 
likely to report seeing religious expressions in school. 
About a quarter (23%) of Southern teens often or 
sometimes see other students praying before lunch, 
compared with 13% in the Northeast and 11% in 
both the Midwest and West.

Public school students in the South also are more 
likely than those in other regions to report seeing 
students pray before sporting events and wear 
clothing or jewelry with religious symbols.

There also are gender, age, and racial and ethnic 
differences in what adolescents experience in school. 
Girls are more likely than boys to see students 
wearing religious jewelry or clothing as well as more 
likely to see students inviting other students to 
religious services or youth group. 

Older adolescents are especially likely to say they 
“often” or “sometimes” see students pray before 
sporting events. And white (non-Hispanic) teens 
are more likely than nonwhite teens to see students 

inviting other students to youth groups or services.
Aside from what they see in school, what are 

adolescents doing in school, religiously speaking?
The survey asked religiously affiliated teens about 

their own religious practices and expressions in 
school. Among public school teens who identify with 
a religion, 31% say they at least sometimes wear 
clothing or jewelry with religious symbols, and about 
a quarter say they sometimes or often pray before 
lunch (26%) or invite other students to their worship 
services or a religious youth group (24%). One-in-10 
religiously affiliated teens say they regularly leave 
school for religious activities or programs.

Evangelical Protestants stand out on some 
of these measures. Roughly 4-in-10 evangelical 
Protestant teens who attend public school say they at 
least sometimes pray before lunch at school (39%), 
compared with 18% of Catholic teens and 11% of 
mainline Protestant teens. 

Similarly, about 4-in-10 evangelical teens (43%) 
say they sometimes or often invite other students to 
their worship services or youth group, compared with 
21% of mainline Protestants and 12% of Catholics 
who say they do this. Evangelical Protestant 
adolescents (38%) also are more likely than mainline 
Protestants (26%) to regularly wear religious clothing 
or jewelry.

There are differences between boys and girls on 
some of these measures. While 4-in-10 religiously 
affiliated girls (39%) sometimes or often wear 
religious jewelry or clothing, a quarter of religiously 
affiliated boys (25%) do so. This may be due to 
overall differences in the amount of jewelry that girls 
and boys wear; if girls wear jewelry more often than 
boys do in general, it stands to reason that they 
would also wear religious jewelry more often. 

But there also are gender differences when it 
comes to inviting fellow students to church or youth 
group: Nearly 3-in-10 girls (28%) report that they 
sometimes or often invite others to their youth group 
or worship services, compared with 1-in-5 boys 
(20%).

Religious activities and expressions in public 
schools vary by region, too. Religiously affiliated 
teens in the South (38%) are more likely than those in 
the Midwest (23%), West (20%) and Northeast (13%) 
to report praying before lunch at school. Southern 
teens (31%) also are more likely than teens in the 
West (21%) and Northeast (14%) to invite other 
students to their youth group or worship services.


